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We investigate theoretically the spin transport in an array of Ge/Si quantum dots. In the frame of the
tight-binding approach we calculate the probability of hole spin-flip for resonant tunneling between localized
states in neighboring quantum dots. The tunneling between hole ground states occurs mainly with conservation
of the spin. For excited states the probability of the spin-flip is higher. We find that the main source of the
spin-flip is the structure-inversion asymmetrysSIAd of the Ge quantum dot. Every tunneling event is accom-
panied by the small rotation of the angular momentum and this provokes the spin-flip. Simple estimations of
the time of spin relaxation caused by the SIA-mechanism givetSIA,10−5 s.
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The recent proposals of quantum computing and spin de-
vices based on the manipulation with spin of carriers in
quantum dotssQDsd sRefs. 1–3d caused a great interest to the
problem of spin relaxation in QDs. The Ge/Si system is one
of the most attractive systems for exploiting in spintronics,
because the spin relaxation mechanisms caused by bulk-
inversion-asymmetrysthe Dresselhaus term in electron effec-
tive Hamiltonian4d do not work in these semiconductors. But
other additional mechanisms of spin relaxation can appear in
the SiGe structures with reducing dimensionality of the sys-
tem. The asymmetry of heterostructures results in the appear-
ance of the Rashba spin-orbit coupling.5 Recently it has been
shown that the Dresselhaus-type contribution is also possible
in the two-dimensional SiGe heterostructures.6 The kind of
spin-orbit coupling is defined by the symmetry of quantum
well structures. The structures with symmetryD4d and D2h
have the center of the space inversion and the additional
terms do not appear in the Hamiltonian. In the case of group
D2d the Hamiltonian contains only the Dresselhaus-type
term. In the case of groupC4v only the Rashba coupling is
allowed, whereas in the structures withC2v symmetry both
Dresselhaus-type and Rashba terms are possible.

Here we show that the additional mechanism of spin re-
laxation appears also in the Ge/Si structures with self-
assembled QDs. This mechanism is caused by the structure-
inversion-asymmetrysSIAd and can be considered as an
analog of the Rashba term.

We consider a typical Ge QD embedded in the Si matrix.
The Ge QD layers are usually fabricated by molecular beam
epitaxy in the Ge/Si heteroepitaxial systemslattice mismatch
,4%d. The experimental results show that the shape of
Ge/Si QD is close to the square pyramid with the height
h one order smaller than the length of the base side
l sh/ l ,1/10d.7 The Ge nanocluster represents a quasi-two-
dimensional object with principal symmetry axisZ coincid-
ing with growth direction. The symmetry of the Ge QD is
described by groupC2v. The main symmetry property of Ge
QDs is the absence of top-bottom symmetry. The large
s,0.7 eVd valence-band offset characteristic of the Ge/Si
heterojunction leads to an effective confinement of holes in
Ge clusters.8

We consider the spin-polarized hole state created by opti-
cal or electrical injection in any Ge QD in zero magnetic

field. In our calculations we focus on the spin behavior when
hole moves through the array of coupled Ge QDs. Essen-
tially we investigate the spin transport via the resonance tun-
neling between coupled QDs in Ge/Si heterostructures. We
will show that the spin relaxation due to SIA-mechanism
occurs during the resonant tunneling between neighboring
coupled QDs even at zero temperatureswithout phonon as-
sistanced.

Our studies are based on the calculation of the energy
spectrum of holes and their wave functions in the tight-
binding sTBd approach.9,10 The spin-orbitsSOd interaction
was added to the Hamiltonian following Chadi11 as ĤSO

=oiĤSO
sid with ĤSO

sid =s2D /3dl̂ ŝ, ŝ= 1
2ŝ. Hereŝ=sŝx,ŝy,ŝzd de-

notes the Pauli spin matrices,i is the number of atom,l is the
orbital momentum, andD is the SO gap between the bulk
valence bandsG7

v andG8
v. The localized states in the Ge QD

can be characterized by the angular momentumJ and its
projection Jz on the growth directionZ. The ground hole
state in Ge QD is formed mainly from heavy hole statessthe
angular momentum projectionJz= ±3/2d and has a small
admixture of light hole states and split off band states
sJz= ±1/2d. The excited states contain more admixture of
hole with Jz= ±1/2 sRef. 10d. We will demonstrate below
that this changes the spin behavior significantly.

We consider the projection of the angular momentumJz
as an analog of electron spin for hole states. From now on we
will refer to Jz as the “spin of holes.”

We calculate the probability of hole spin-flip for resonant
tunneling between localized states in neighboring QDs. A
probability of tunneling event is defined by the integral
of overlapping between states in neighboring QDs:
Wij =s2p /"duI ij u2ds«i −« jd, where I ij is the overlapping inte-
gral, «i, « j are the energy of holes ini and j QDs.

For the tunneling without spin-flip the overlap integral is
calculated for the states with equal directions of spins in
neighboring QDs. The following procedure was used to de-
termine the overlap integrals. We consider an infinite well-
ordered chain of coupled QDs. The neighboring QDs adjoin
each other. We calculate the energies of hole states in this
one-dimensional crystal, where Ge QDs serve as atoms. The
equivalent problem is the calculation of the energy spectrum
in a model structure, that represents a Si building block con-
taining one Ge QD, with periodic boundary conditionssFig.
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1d. The width of the energy band is determined by the
magnitude of the overlap integral between artificial atoms.
It is defined asI ij = uE+−E−u /4, whereE+ and E− are the
hole energies of bonding and antibonding states correspond-
ingly. To calculate E± we use the boundary conditions
uclx=0= ± uclx=d, whered is the building block size in thex
direction, ucl is the hole wave function. The details of the
calculations in TB approach are presented in our previous
papers.9,10

For the tunneling with spin-flip the overlap integral is
calculated for states with spinup and spindownin neighbor-
ing QDs. In this case we use the boundary condition

uclx=0 = K̂uclx=d, s1d

whereK̂ucl is the Kramers conjugate state. A problem with
this boundary condition has the same eigenvalues as a prob-
lem with the boundary condition

uclx=0 = i uclx=d. s2d

The proof of this statement is the following. Let the function
ucl=u↑sxdexpsikxd be the eigenfunction of the problems2d
with energy E. This function corresponds to the point
k=p /2d in the Brillouin zone of our artificial crystal. Then

K̂ucl=u↓
psxdexps−ikxd is the function withk=−p /2d and the

same energyE. Let us construct the functionuwl in the fol-
lowing way:

uwl = sucl + iK̂ ucld/Î2.

One can see that this function is the superposition of two
Bloch functions with opposite spin and quasimomentum di-
rections. At the translation byd this function transforms as

uwl → si ucl + K̂ucld/Î2.

It is easy to check that the transformed wave function is the

Kramers conjugate function,uwlx=0=K̂uwlx=d. So, the wave
function uwl satisfies to the boundary conditionss1d and has
the same energyE as the wave functionucl. Therefore by
solving problems2d we find the eigenvalues for problems1d.
The problem with the boundary conditions2d has two eigen-
valuesE1* and E2*. The difference between them gives the
spin splitting of the energy band. The origin of this spin
splitting is the same as in the noncentrosymmetric crystals
like GaAs. Our artificial crystal has no inversion center due
to asymmetrical shape of QDs and this results in the spin
splitting of the energy band atkÞ0. This spin splitting is
equivalent to the presence of effective internal magnetic
field, so called SIA-field, in our artificial crystal. The overlap
integral is defined as

I ij = uE1p − E2pu/4. s3d

So, having the values of overlap integrals, we can calcu-
late the probabilities of the tunneling with spin-flip and with-
out it.

The results of these calculations demonstrate that the tun-
neling between hole ground states in the neighboring Ge
QDs occurs with conservation of spin mainly. More exactly,
only one spin-flip happens every hundred tunneling events.
The probability of the spin-flip during the tunneling between
excited states is higher. One spin-flip event happens every
5–10 tunneling events on average. Our calculations show the
increase in the spin-flip probability with the number of states
ssee Fig. 2d. This relationship is not described by a smooth
function, but consists of oscillations. These oscillations can
be explained by the dependence of overlap integrals on the
symmetry of the wave function,10 for example, the overlap
integral is smaller fors-like andd-like states and bigger for
p-like states.

We investigate the probability of the tunneling with spin-
flip and without it for different sizes and shapes of QDs. At
fixed height of QDs both probabilities decrease with increas-
ing lateral size of QDsssee Fig. 3d. But the probability of the
tunneling with spin-flipsP1d is always lower than the prob-
ability of the tunneling without itsP2d. The ratioP2/P1 in-
creases with decreasing lateral size of QDssFig. 3, insetd
swith decreasingl from 20 nm to 12 nm this ratio changes

FIG. 1. The schematic sketch of the tunneling process with
spin-flip.

FIG. 2. The probabilities of tunneling processes with spin-flip
s.d and without itsjd for the ground and excited hole states in Ge
QD. The height of the Ge nanoclusterh=1.5 nm, lateral sizel
=15 nm.

FIG. 3. Size dependence of probabilitiesP1 and P2 of the tun-
neling with spin-flips.d and without itsjd correspondingly for the
ground hole state in Ge QDsh=1.5 nm, l is changedd. Inset, size
dependence of theP2/P1 ratio.
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weakly, for smaller QDs the ratio drastically rises: for
l =6 nm it runs up to<360d. In general one can conclude
that the spin transport in array of small QDs can occur
mainly without spin-flipsif phonon-assisted process can be
neglected,Tø4 Kd.

We find that the probability of spin-flip event is lower for
more flat QDs. We compare two Ge QDs with base side
l =15 nm and different heightssh=4.5 nm andh=1.5 nmd.
In the first case the probability of the tunneling with spin-flip
is only two times smaller than the one without it. While in
the second case the ratioP2/P1 is approximately 50. This is
the evidence of strong dependence of spin-flip event on the
aspect ratioh/ l. In addition we must note that the overlap
integrals3d is larger in the case of QDs with high aspect ratio
h/ l. Then the spin splitting of the energy band is greater, that
is equivalent to a greater SIA-field.

The action of the SIA-field on the spin is presented in Fig.
4. Here we consider the distribution of the vector with com-

ponentskcuĴxucl, kcuĴyucl, kcuĴzucl across the QD for the
ground state. One can see that the absence of top-bottom
symmetry leads to a fanlike distribution of the angular mo-
mentum. Based on these results we can conclude that during
the tunneling of carrier through QD, the hole angular mo-
mentum gradually turns by the small angle. After several
events of the tunneling this can provoke the spin-flip.

To understand the nature of the SIA-field we consider the
different model structures that contain from 3 to 14 atoms.
These structures are molecules with structure-inversion-
asymmetry and without it. Four of them, the most simple
ones, are presented in Fig. 5. The upper moleculessad andsbd
have the same symmetry property as the Ge QDsthe absence
of top-bottom symmetryd. Lower moleculesscd andsdd have
the higher symmetry.

We solve the eigenvalue problem for these structures in
two-center TB approximation, including onlyp-orbitals in
the consideration. For simplicity we assume that the interac-
tion between neighboring atoms does not depend on the dis-
tance between them. The spin-orbit interaction is included in
the same way as above. We consider the spinup state. We
calculate the components of the angular momentum and their
distribution at each atom. One can see in Fig. 5 that the
absence of top-bottom symmetry leads to the deviation of the
angular momentum from the directionZ.

This consideration demonstrates the crucial role of the
microscopical arrangement of atoms in the appearance of the

SIA-field. If we come back to real Ge QD, we can say that
the SIA-field does not appear in the QD with equal upper and
lower sides as in the low moleculesscd and sdd.

Now we discuss a mechanism that increases the probabil-
ity of spin-flip. The spin-flip occurs due to the rotation of
hole angular momentum in the transverse SIA-field. The
heavy hole angular momentum rotation is negligible because
the transverse component of heavy holeg-factor is very
small. While the rotation of light hole spin is much greater
because its transverseg-factor is ,4k, wherek is the Lut-
tinger parametersk=3.41 for Ge13d. Then the admixture of
u1/2l-states enhances the probability of spin-flip. For excited
states the admixture ofu1/2l-states is greater, therefore the
probability of spin-flip is more probable in this casesFig. 2d.

In order to find the reason for the drastic decrease of the
spin-flip probability for ultrasmall QD withl ,10 nm sFig.
3d one needs to consider the structure of the hole wave func-
tion. The tails of the wave function mainly consist of the
light hole with Jz= ±1/2 and thecore of the wave function
consists of the heavy hole withJz= ±3/2 sFig. 6d. The SIA-
field effectively acts on the spin only in the Ge regionsthe
large value of Luttinger parameterkd. For sufficiently large
QD sl <15 nmd almost all parts of the wave function, even
its tails, are enclosed in QD. For QD withl ,10 nm the tails
of the wave function penetrate in the Si environment. Here
the action of the SIA-field is not so effective as in the Ge
region. Then the spin-flip event has low probability and the

FIG. 4. The distribution of the angular momentum for the
ground state. The arrows schematically show the direction and mag-

nitude of the vectorkcuĴucl along the line passing through the cen-
ter of the QD base. For better representation we multiply the devia-
tion angle by 5.

FIG. 5. Model structure of molecules. Upper moleculessad, sbd
have a structure-inversion-asymmetry. Lower moleculesscd, sdd are
without it. The arrows schematically show the direction of the an-
gular momentum.

FIG. 6. The probability density profiles for light hole part
sJz=1/2, dashed lined and heavy hole partsJz=3/2, solid lined for
the ground state inside the Ge quantum dotsh=1.5 nm,l =15 nmd.
Each curve was normalized to full probability density.
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difference between tunneling processes with spin-flip and
without it is high.12,13

Finally we estimate the spin-flip rate during the tunneling
by using the properties of real Ge QD array. We refer to the
recent experiments where two-dimensional hopping conduc-
tance in Ge QDs array was investigated.14 The SIA-field ef-
fectively perturbs the spin of hole only when carrier is lo-
cated inside Ge QD. The time spent by the carrier inside the
QD is a reciprocal of the rate of hopping between centersi
and j in QD array, that isthopping,1/Gi j . The conductance
between centersi and j is defined asGij ,e2Gi j /kT sRef. 15d.
The conductance of the typical Ge/Si heterostructure with Ge
QDs was obtained in experiments at the helium temperature
sT<4 Kd and was near,10−4se2/hd. Using this value we
obtainthopping,10−7 s. Since the spin-flip probability is 100
times smaller than the tunneling probability, we can estimate
the time of spin relaxation astSIA,10−5 s.

In conclusion, our results show that the tunneling between
coupled QDs is accompanied by the rotation of hole spin.
This rotation results in the spin-flip after several tunneling
events. The probability of spin-flip is defined by aspect ratio
h/ l of QD and the admixture of states withJz= ±1/2. The
origin of the spin-flip is the structure-inversion-asymmetry.
This leads to the appearance of effective magnetic field
sSIA-fieldd, which turns the spin of the hole. The effect of
spin rotation due to the shape asymmetry of QD can appear
not only in the Ge/Si system with QDs, but also in all sys-
tems with self-assembled QDs, which have this type of
asymmetry.
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